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Abstract: We present the yields of various fission products determined in
the reactor neutron, 3.7-18.1 MeV quasi-mono energetic neutron, 8-80 MeV
bremsstrahlung and 20-45 MeV proton induced fission of 232Th and 238U using
radiochemical and off-line beta or gamma ray counting. The yields of the
fission products in the bremsstrahlung induced fission natPb and 209Bi with 5070 MeV and 2.5 GeV based on off-line gamma ray spectrometric technique
were also presented. From the yields of fission products, the mass chains
yields were obtained using charge distribution correction. From the mass
yield distribution, the peak-to-valley (P/V) ratio was obtained. The role of
excitation energy on the peak-to-valley ratio and fine structure such as effect
of shell closure proximity and even-odd effect of mass yield distribution
were examined. The higher yields of the fission products around A=133-134,
138-140 and 143-144 and their complementary products explained from the
nuclear structure effect and role of standard I and II mode of asymmetric
fission. In the neutron, photon (bremsstrahlung) and proton induced fission,
the asymmetric mass distribution for actinides (Th, U) and symmetric
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distribution for pre-actinides (Pb, Bi) were explained from different type of
potential fission barrier.
Keywords: Fission products yields, mass yield distribution, photon, neutron
and proton induced fission, actinides (232Th, 238U), pre-actinides (natPb, 209Bi),
nuclear structure effect.
1. Introduction
Discovery of neutron by Chadwick [25] and radioactivity by Curie and Joliot
[2] prompted Fermi and coworkers [6, 7] in 1934 to attempt similar study of
nuclear transmutation by neutron bombardment. Using uranium as the target,
they were able to separate several radioactive products that were believed to be
trans-uranium elements. At that time, it was assumed at that the production of
trans-uranium element based on the following reaction
β238

β-

u(n, γ ) →239 u →239 Np →239 Pu

Following Fermi [7], Hahn and Strassmann [32] as well as Curie and Savitch
[21] in 1937 took special interest for the separation of the radio-activities,
produced in the bombardment of neutrons on uranium. Using barium as carrier,
they [32] were able to separate some of the radio-activities that were believed
to be the isotopes of radium produced from 238U(n, 2α, xn)Ra reaction. i.e
238

u + n →239 u →224-234 Ra + 2α + xn

However, fractional crystallization carried out by them indicated that the
activities were really due to the isotopes of barium. i.e.
nat

238

u ( u (99.3%) +

235

u (0.7%)) + n →

236 , 239

*

u → Fission Products (e.g. Ba + kr )) + 2.5υ

From the above observation they realized that with the absorption of neutron,
heavy nuclei (Uranium) divides into two smaller nuclei of comparable masses
like barium and krypton. This finding forced them to conclude about the
discovery of a new type of nuclear reaction. Meitner and Frisch [19] give the
name as nuclear fission analogous to the process of biological cell division.
Hahn and Strassmann [32] further observed that the division is not always
the same in terms of A and Z of the resultant products and it takes place in
many ways due to which a large number of radioactive nuclides are produced.
It was also realized that enormous amount of energy equivalent to the net
change of binding energy is released in the fission process. i.e.
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[(∆ u

+ ∆n ) - (∆Ba + ∆kr )]x 931 MeV ≥ 200 MeV

Frisch [33] was the first to demonstrate this large amount of energy release
in the form of large pulse height produced in ionization chamber experiment.
Quantitative estimate of the energy release of about 200 MeV was calculated
first by Bohr [31] considering fissioning nucleus as liquid drop. As explained
by him, the fission of uranium nucleus by thermal neutron was due to the
0.7% 235U isotope. The mechanism of nuclear fission was explained by Bohr
and Wheeler [30] based on liquid drop model. However, so many unexplained
phenomenon of liquid drop model was explained by the development of double
humped fission barrier of Strutinsky et al. [42].
Since the discovery of nuclear fission, large amount of experimental and
theoretical work has been carried out with a view to understand the mechanism
of nuclear fission. Experimental work carried out using either physical or
radiochemical techniques were aimed to explain the fission cross-sections,
their dependence on excitation energy, mass and charge yield distributions,
kinetic energy distributions, prompt neutron and gamma ray multiplicities,
fragment angular distribution and fragment angular momentum etc. The
experimental work carried out so far can be obtained from two main text
books [38, 4] whereas, the fission product yield data were available from
EXFOR [23] compilation and various evaluations [3, 27, 29]. Similarly,
various theoretical models [2, 34, 37] were also available and proposed in
course of time to explain the new observations, which in turn enhanced the
understanding of nuclear fission in comprehensive way.
In this manuscript, determination of the yields of various fission products
and the mass yield distribution in the fast neutron induced fission of 232Th and
238
U, which were determined experimentally at BARC using reactor APSARA
and 7Li(p,n) neutron from BARC-TIFR pelletron facility and their outcome
relevance to fission mechanism is discussed [11, 39-40]. The mass yield
distribution in the bremsstrahlung induced fission of pre-actinides (natPb, 209Bi)
with the 50-70 MeV and 2.5 GeV and actinides (232Th, 238U) with 8-80 MeV as
well as proton induced fission of 232Th with 20-45 MeV, which were carried out
by us [8-10, 12-19, 35] in India and South Korea is described.
2. Experimental Procedure
In the case of reactor neutron irradiation, the experiment was carried out by
using the light-water moderated highly enriched uranium fuelled swimming
pool reactor APSARA at BARC, India [11, 40]. About 10 gram of oxide of
232
Th and 5 mg of oxide of 238U(99.9997 % pure) were wrapped into a 0.025
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mm thick aluminum foil of appropriate size. For the reactor neutron induced
fission of 232Th, about 0.5 gram of natU was also wrapped with 0.025 mm thick
Al foil separately [39]. Both the targets were wrapped with another piece of
super pure aluminum foil. For the reactor neutron induced fission of 238U,
about 20 μl of dilute nitric acid solution of 238U of concentration 1.42 mg/ml
was taken in a polypropylene tube of approximately 4 cm length and 3 mm
ID and open at one end [11, 40]. Two small strips of lexan track detector were
then put into the solution and the polypropylene tube was heat sealed. The
uranium target and the sealed polypropylene tube were wrapped in 1 mm thick
cadmium foil to reduce the formation of 239U and its daughter 239Np during the
neutron irradiation as their gamma rays otherwise interfere with the gamma
ray spectrum of the fission products. The Al wrapped target of 232Th+natU and
the Al+Cd wrapped solution oxide of 238U+ nitrate solution of 238U were triple
sealed in alkathene bags. The target assembly was then irradiated for 15 min to
40 h in a fixed position of the reactor APSARA at a flux of 1011 n cm-2 s-1. The
fission products from the irradiated 232Th target after radiochemical separation
were analyzed by beta and gamma ray counting using beta proportional and
NaI(Tl) scintillator counter, respectively. On the other hand, the fission products
from the irradiated 238U target with or without radiochemical separation were
analyzed by off-line gamma ray spectrometric technique using HPGe detector
coupled to a PC based 4-K channel analyzer. The resolution of the detector
system was 2.0 keV full width at half maximum (FWHM) at the 1332.0 keV
γ-line of 60Co.
In the case of high energy of 3.7-18.2 MeV quasi-mono-energetic neutron
irradiation, the experiment was carried out using the 14 UD BARC-TIFR
Pelletron facility at TIFR, Mumbai, India [18, 35]. The neutron beam was
obtained from the 7Li(p, n) reaction by using the proton beam main line at 6 m
above the analyzing magnet of the Pelletron facility to utilize the maximum
proton current from the accelerator. The lithium foil was made up of natural
lithium with thickness of 3.7 mg/cm2, sandwiched between two tantalum foils
of different thickness. The front tantalum foil facing the proton beam is the
thinnest one, with thickness of 3.9 mg/cm2, in which the proton degradation
of the proton energy is only 30 keV. On the other hand, the back tantalum foil
is of 0.025 mm thick, which is sufficient to stop the proton beam. Behind the
Ta-Li-Ta stack, the samples used were 0.025 mm thick and 1 cm2 area natural
232
Th and 238U metal foils wrapped in 0.025 mm thick aluminum foil. The
Al wrapped sample of 232Th and 238U were mounted at a distance of 2.1 cm
from the location of Li-Ta-Li stack at zero degree with respect to the beam
direction. The Ta-Li-Ta stack and Al wrapped 232Th and 238U were irradiated
for 4-12 hours depending upon the proton beam energy facing the tantalum
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target. The proton current during the irradiation varies from 100 to 400 nA
and beam energy from 5.6 to 20 MeV. The maximum quasi-neutron energies
vary from 3.7 to 18.1 MeV corresponding to the proton energy of 5.6 to
20 MeV. After cooling time of 1-2 h, the fission products of the irradiated
samples were analyzed by off-line gamma ray spectrometric technique using
HPGe detector coupled to a PC based 4-K channel analyzer.
In the case of 20-45 MeV proton beam irradiations, the experiments were
carried out by using two accelerators and at two different countries. The
19.55 MeV proton induced fission of 232Th was carried out by using 14UD
BARC-TIFR Pelletronat Mumbai, India [10]. The proton beam at 6 m height
above the analyzing magnet of the Pelletron was used to utilize the maximum
proton current from the accelerator. For 32.21 and 44.76 MeV proton induced
fission of 232Th was carried out using medical cyclotron (MC-50) at the Korea
Institute of Radiological and Medical Science (KIRAMS) Seoul, Korea [10].
During the experiment, a collimator of 6 mm diameter for the 19.55 MeV
proton irradiation and 10 mm diameter for 32.21 and 44.76 MeV proton
irradiation before the target were used. The energy spread within the 20-45
MeV proton beam was only 50 to 90 keV. The natural 232Th metal target used
for irradiation was of 0.025 mm thick and of 1 cm2 size. The 232Th metal was
covered with 0.025 mm thick super pure Al foil on both side of the target to
make the Al-Th-Al stack. Th Al cover acts as catcher for the fission products
recoiling out from the target during irradiation. In case of 14UD BARCTIFR Pelletron, Al-Th-Al stack was wrapped with additional 0.025 mm thick
Al. In case of medical cyclotron, in between two sets of Al-Th-Al stacks,
a 3.8 mm thick Al was used as energy degrader. The two Al-Th-Al stack
targets and thick Al degrader were also additionally wrapped with 0.025 mm
thick Al. The stack of target was mounted at zero degree with respect to the
beam direction. The first set of target was irradiated for 30 minutes with 20
MeV proton beam from the 14UD BARC-TIFR Pelletronat Mumbai. The
second set of target stack was irradiated for 15 minutes with 45 MeV proton
beam from the medical cyclotron (K-50) at (KIRAMS) Seoul. In the case of
14UD BARC-TIFR Pelletron, the proton current during irradiation was 300
nA and the proton energy faced by the Th target was 19.55 MeV after energy
degradation on the two front Al of 0.025 mm thick each. In the medical
cyclotron at Seoul, the proton current was 100 nA and the proton energies
faced by the two Th targets were 32.21 and 44.76 MeV after the energy
degradation based on the stack arrangement. After cooling time of 10 min
to 0.5 h, the fission products from the Al catcher were analyzed by off-line
gamma ray spectrometric technique using HPGe detector coupled to a PC
based 4-K channel analyzer.
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In the case of bremsstrahlung irradiation of actinides (232Th, 238U) and
pre-actinides (natPb, 209Bi), the experiments were carried out using the 8
MeV microtron at Mangalore [13] and 10 MeV electron linac at EBC centre,
Kharghar, Navi-Mumbai, India[19] as well as the 100 MeV and 2.5 GeV
electron linac at Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL), Pohang, South Korea
[8, 10, 12, 14-17]. In the 8 Mev microtron, the bremsstrahlung beam was
produced by impinging pulsed electron beam on 0.188 cm thick tantalum
target [13]. The Ta target, which acts as an electron to photon converter was
located at a distance of 30 cm from the beam exit window. In the 10 MeV
electron linac the bremsstrahlung beam was produced by impinging the
pulsed electron beam on 1 mm thick tantalum metal foil placed at a distance
of 10 cm on a suitable stand facing the electron beam aperture [19]. In the
100 MeV and 2.5 GeV electron linac the bremsstrahlung beam was produced
by bombarding the 45-80 MeV and 2.5 GeV pulsed electron beam on a 0.1
and 1 mm thick W target located at a distance of 18-24 cm from the beam exit
window [8, 10, 12, 14-17]. For actinides irradiation, 0.025 mm thick target
232
Th and 238U with 0.25 to 1 cm2 size were placed at a 3-38.5 cm distance
from the electron to photon beam converter and irradiated for 15 min to 5 h
[10, 13, 17, 19]. For pre-actinides irradiation, 0.5 mm thick and 25 cm2 size
nat
Pb and 3 mm thick and 25 cm2 size 209Bi targets were placed at a 12-24
cm distance from the electron to photon beam converter and irradiated for
4-7 h [12-14]. During the irradiation, the 8 MeV microtron accelerator was
operated with pulse repetition rate of 250 Hz, a pulse width of 2.42 μs and
beam current of 50 mA [13]. The 10 MeV electron linac was operated with
pulse repetition rate of 300-400 Hz, a pulse width of 10 μs and beam current
of 100-200 mA [19]. The 100 MeV electron linac was with pulse repetition
of 3.75 Hz, a beam width of 1.5 μs and beam current of 15 mA [8, 10, 12,
15, 17]. The 2.5 GeV electron linac was with a pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz,
a pulse width of 1 ns and beam current of 150 mA [16, 14]. After a cooling
time of 0.25-2 h, the fission products of the irradiated samples were analyzed
by off-line gamma ray spectrometric technique using HPGe detector coupled
to a PC based 4-K channel analyzer.
3. Calculations (Data analysis)
The yield of various fission products (X) in the reactor neutron induced fission
of 232Th was obtained by Iyer et al. [39] in Radiochemistry division by using
comparison method. In this method since U was always irradiated along with
Th and same fission product was separated from both irradiated sample. The
fission product 99Mo isolated from 235U(n, f) was used as internal standard.
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Then the ratio (D) of any fission product activity (AX) with respect to Mo
activity (AMo) was obtained as
DTh = (AX)Th/ (AMo)Th, DU = (AX)U/ (AMo)U	

(1)

R = DTh/ DU, Activity (AX) =YX λX f εX

(2)

Where YX is the fission product yield of the particular nuclide, λX is the decay
constant, f the total number of fission events taking place in the target and εX
the counting efficiency of the beta or gamma ray of the fission products. Then
R = D Th /D u

=

(yxλx f εx )Th / (yMoλMo f εMo )Th (yX )Th/(yMo )Th
=
(y ’x λx f εx )u / (y ’Mo λMo f εMo )u
(yX )u/(yMo )u

	YX = RY’X (YMo/Y’Mo)

(5)

(4)

If YMo/Y’Mo is arbitrary set equal to 1, then YX = RY’X is the relative yields of the
fission product (X) in Th. Then the absolute yield is obtained by normalizing
the area the relative mass yield curve to 200 %.
The absolute yield of various fission products in the epi-cadmium neutron
induced fission of 99.9997 atom percent pure 238Uwas obtained by us [11,40]
by using fission track etch-cum gamma ray spectrometric technique. In this
method the photo peak activity (AX) of any fission product (X) is related to
the absolute fission yield (YX) as
AX = F Iγ ε YX (1- e-λt) e-λT

(5)

where t and T are the irradiation and cooling time, respectively. ‘a’ is the gamma
ray abundance or branching intensity and ε the efficiency of the gamma ray in
the detector system used. F is the total number of fission, given as
F = nσΦt = ( W. Td ) / (k wet . C)

(6)

Where, n is the number of target atoms, σ the fission cross-section (cm2), Φ
the neutron flux (cm-2 s-1) and t irradiation time (s). W is the weight of target
material (gm), Kwet is the efficiency factor for track registration in solution
(cm) and C, the concentration of the dilute solution of the target material (gm
cm-3) used for track registration.
From Eq. (5) and (6), the absolute fission product yield (YX) is given as
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Figure1: Yields of fission products as a function of mass number in the reactor neutron
induced fission of 232Th and 238U.

Figure 2: Yields of fission products as a function of mass number in the 8 MeV
bremsstrahlung induced fission of 232Th and 238U.
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yx

=

Ax
C. k wet
-λt
I y εyx(1 - e )e-λT W. Td

(7)

In the case of proton [10] and bremsstrahlung [8, 10, 12-19] induced
fission of natPb, 209Bi, 232Th and 238U, the relative cumulative yield (YX) was
obtained from the photo-peak activity (AX) of the fission product (X) using
the equation (5). However, the individual yields of the fission products were
first obtained with respect to a fission rate monitor. In the case of neutron and
bremsstrahlung induced fission of 232Th and 238U, the fission product 135I was
used as fission rate monitor. On the other hand in the bremsstrahlung induced
fission of natPb and 209Bi, the fission product 103Ru was used as the fission
rate monitor. Then appropriate charge distribution correction [9-10, 13,
17-19, 35] was done to obtained the relative mass yields for different mass
chains. Finally the mass chain yields were normalised to 200 % to obtain
the absolute yields of the fission products. In all the above calculations, the
nuclear spectroscopic data such as half-life (T1/2) and branching intensity
(Iγ) were taken from refs. [5, 24].
4. Results and Discussion
The yields of fission products in the reactor neutron induced fission of actinides
such as 232Th (n, f) [39] and 238U (n, f) [11] determined in the Radiochemistry
Division, BARC using APSARA reactor are presented in the Fig. 1. Similarly,
the mass chain yields of various fission products in the 8 MeV bremsstrahlung
induced fission of 232Th and 238U from the work carried out at microtron centre,
Mangalore [18] are plotted in the Fig. 2. This was done because the excitation
energy of the 8 MeV bremsstrahlung and reactor neutron induced fission of
232
Th and 238U have the comparable excitation energy. The excitation energies
for the 8 MeV Bremsstrahlung induced fission of 232Th and 238U are 6.52
and 6.53 MeV, respectively. Similarly, the excitation energies for the reactor
neutron induced fission of 232Th and 238U are 6.51 and 6.25 MeV, respectively.
This is because the reactor neutron has average neutron energy of 1.9 MeV
[11, 39-40].
It can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2 that in the reactor (i.e. 1.9 MeV) neutron
and 8 MeV Bremsstrahlung induced fission of 232Th and 238U, the yields of
fission products around mass numbers 133-134, 138-140 and 143-144 and
their complementary products are higher than the other fission products. The
higher yields of the fission products around the mass numbers 133-134 and
143-144 and their complementary products can be explained from the point
of view of the standard I and standard II asymmetric fission modes mentioned
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Figure 3: Yields of fission products as a function of mass number in the 10-80 MeV
bremsstrahlung induced fission of 232Th.

Figure 4: Yields of fission products as a function of mass number in the 3.7-10.1 MeV
quasi-mono-energetic neutron induced fission of 238U.
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by Brossa et al. [41], which arise due to shell effects [2]. Based on standard I
asymmetry, the fissioning system is characterized by spherical heavy fragment
mass with A=133–134 and ZP =52 due to the approach of spherical shell closure
at N=82 and a deformed complementary light mass number. Thus the higher
yields of the fission products such as 133I and 134Te-134I is due to the presence
of spherical neutron shell at N=82. The neutron number of 82 is based on
the assumption of one neutron emission for A=133-134 with most probable
charge (ZP) of 52. Similarly, based on standard II asymmetry, the fissioning
system is characterized by a deformed heavy fragment mass with A=143–144
and ZP=54 due to the approach of deformed shell closure at N=88 and slightly
deformed light mass. The neutron number of 88 is based on the assumption of
2 neutron emission for A=143-144 with most probable charge (ZP) of 56. Thus,
the higher yields of fission products 133I and 134Te-134I and their complementary
products as well as for 143,144Ce and their complementary products are due to the
presence of spherical shell closure at N=82 and deformed shell closure at N=88,
respectively. On the other hand, the higher yields of fission products138Xe138
Cs, 139-140Ba and their complementary products are not possible to explain
based on only standard I and standard II asymmetric fission modes [41] unless
even-odd effect is considered. As can be seen, for the mass numbers 133-134,
138-140 and 143-144, the higher yields of the heavy and light complementary
mass fission products are in the interval of five mass and two charge units. The
most probable charge corresponding to the masses of 133-134, 138-140 and
143-144 are even Z at 52, 54 and 56, which results the A/Z values of 2.5. Thus
the difference of two even charges causes the higher mass chain yields in the
interval of five mass units. This indicates the role of even-odd effect besides
shell effect. However, the effect of nuclear structure decreases with increase of
excitation energy.
The role of excitation energy on the fine structure can be examined from
the mass yield distribution in the higher energy photon (bremsstrahlung),
neutron and proton induced fission of 232Th and 238U [9-10, 13, 17-19, 35]. As
an example, the mass yield distribution in the bremsstrahlung induced fission
of 232Th determined using 10 MeV electron linac of EBC, Kharghar, NaviMumbai, India [35] and 100 MeV electron linac of PAL, Pohang, South Korea
[9-10, 13, 17-19, 35] are shown in Fig. 3. Similarly, the mass yield distribution
in the higher energy neutron induced fission of 238U determined at BARC-TIFR
facility using 7Li(p, n) reaction are shown in Fig. 4. On the other hand, the mass
yield distribution in the proton induced fission of 232Th for 20 MeV at BARCTIFR Pelletron facilty, Mumbai, India and for 32 and 45 MeV at KIRAMS,
Seoul, South Korea is presented in Fig. 5. From the Figs. 3-5, decrease trend of
fine structure with increase of excitation energy can be very well observed.
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Figure 5: Yields of fission products as a function of mass number in the 20-45 MeV
proton induced fission of 232Th.

Further from Fig. 3-5, it can be seen that the yields of symmetric fission
products in the photon (bremsstrahlung), neutron and proton induced fission
of 232Th and 238U increase with increase of projectile energy. On the other
hand, the yield of asymmetric products decreases with excitation energy.
This is to conserve the mass yield distribution of 200 percent. In view of
this the yield of asymmetric fission products in the photon (bremsstrahlung),
neutron and proton induced fission of 232Th and 238U are plotted in Fig. 6 as
a function of compound nucleus excitation energy. On the other hand, the
yield of symmetric products and thus the peak-to-valley ratio (P/V) i.e. yield
of the asymmetric to symmetric fission products are plotted in the Fig. 7 as
a function of compound nucleus excitation. The excitation energy (E*) of the
compound nucleus (AC) corresponding to the neutron (En) and proton (EP)
are calculated using the following relation.
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Figure 6: Fission yields of asymmetric product as a function of excitation energy.

Figure 7: Fission yields of symmetric product and P/V ratio as a function of excitation
energy.
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Figure 8: Yield of fission products in the bremsstrahlung induced fission of natPb.

	En* = [(∆m232Th (238U) + ∆m (n)) - ∆m233Th (239U)] +En

(8)

	Ep* = [(∆m232Th (238U) + ∆m1H) - ∆m233Pa (239Np)] +EP

(9)

The ∆m value of 1H, 232,233Th, 238,239U, 233Pa and 239Np were taken from the
nuclear wallet cards [26]. In the case of photon induced fission of 232Th and
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Figure 9: Yield of fission products in the bremsstrahlung induced fission of 209Bi.

U, the excitation energy (E*(Ee)) of the compound nucleus corresponding to
the end-point bremsstrahlung energy (Ee) was calculated as [20]
238

Ee

E * ( Ee )

∫
=
∫
0

E ⋅ N ( Ee .E γ ) ⋅ σ F ( E γ )dE γ
Ee

0

,

(10)

N ( Ee .E γ ) ⋅ σ F ( E γ )dE γ

where N(Ee, Eγ) is the number of photons with an energy Eγ produced from
the incident electron energy Ee, and σ F ( E γ ) is the fission cross-section as a
function of the photon energy (Eγ).
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Figure10: Average mass and FWHM of mass yield distribution in the bremsstrahlung
induced fission of natPb and 209Bi.

The bremsstrahlung spectrum N(Ee,Eγ) corresponding to an incident
electron energy (Ee) was calculated using the EGS4 computer code [43], as is
usually done [8, 10, 12-17, 19]. Thus the photo-fission cross-section of 232Th
and 238U as a function of photon energy was calculated using the TALYS code
version 1.2 [1].
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that in the photon (bremsstrahlung), neutron and
proton induced fission of 232Th and 238U, the yields of asymmetric products for
A=133-134, 139-140 and 143-144 decrease slowly with increase of excitation
energy. On the other hand, it can be seen from Fig. 7 that the yields of symmetric
products increase and thus the P/V ratio decrease with excitation energy. These
observations indicate the role of excitation energy.
Besides these above observations, it can be seen from Figs. 3-5 that the
photon, neutron and proton induced fission of 232Th and 238U, the mass yield
distribution are asymmetric one with triple and double humped, respectively.
This is because the different type of outer potential fission barrier for 232Th
compared to 238U [36]. On the other hand, potential barrier of pre-actinides
fission follows the liquid drop fission barrier. Thus the mass yield distribution
in the photon (bremsstrahlung), neutron and proton induced fission of preactinides such as natPb and 209Bi are symmetric with single humped [8, 12, 1416]. As an example, the mass yield distribution in the 50-70 MeV and 2.5 MeV
bremsstrahlung induced fission of natPb and 209Bi determined using electron
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linac of PAL, South Korea are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. It can be
seen from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 that the mass yield distribution becomes wider and
the average mass shift to lower mass with increase of end-point bremsstrahlung
energies, which can be seen from Fig. 10. This indicates the role of excitation
energy.
Conclusions
(i) In the photon (bremsstrahlung), neutron and proton induced fission of
actinides such as 232Th and 238U, the yields of fission products around
A=133-134, 138-140, 143-144 and complementary products are higher
than the other fission products, which is due to the role of nuclear structure
such as effect of shell closure proximity and even-odd effect.
(ii) In actinide fission, the yields of symmetric products increase with excitation
energy. On the other hand the yield of asymmetric products and P/V ratio
decrease with excitation energy, which indicates the role of excitation
energy.
(iii) The mass yield distribution in the photon (bremsstrahlung), neutron and
proton induced fission of 232Th and 238U are asymmetric with triple and
double humped, whereas it is symmetric with single humped in natPb and
209
Bi. This due to the different types of potential fission barrier for actinides
and pre-actinides.
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